Grouts

Cleaners & Sealers

Performance, versatility and variety
provide a quality job

Formulated to ensure a strong finish
against the elements

Security Polymer Grout
A polymer modified Portland Cement based grout designed to be used
with all types of tile in joints from 1/8” to 5/8”. Eliminates the need for liquid
additives with recent polymer innovations.
EGS Mortar and Grout System
This system is a water-cleanable, three component, mortar and grout
system designed for setting and grouting ceramic tile and pavers over
a wide variety of substrates. EGS yields exceptionally high strengths,
chemical and stain resistance.
Dry Set (Unsanded) Polymer Modified Grout
Designed to be used in grout joints 1/8” wide or less when installing porous
bodied tiles, marble or granite.
Quarry Grade (AR) Commercial Portland Cement Grout
Proven blends of the highest quality graded silicas, Portland Cement,
colorfast pigments and other special proprietary ingredients. To be used
where grout joints are 1/8” or larger when installing quarry, ceramic tile or
brick pavers requiring large grout joints.

White
Creme
Oyster
Antique
Beach
Sunglow
Light Sand
Sea Shell

+

SGM offers a full line of GROUT, TILE & STONE CARE
PRODUCTS - aimed at cleaning and sealing grout,
tile and stone. These contractor’s choice products are
effective formulas that prevent other contaminants from
destroying the surface. This line of Cleaners & Sealers
simplifies maintenance and helps floors & walls retain
it’s natural beauty longer.

Tile & Grout Cleaner
Safe Clean Crystals

Champagne

Epoxy Haze & Sealer Remover

Saddle

Heavy Duty Tile & Grout Cleaner

Sedona

High Gloss Sealer

Quarry Red

Polish Sealer

Aztec Gold

Stone Sealer

Honey

Grout Sealer

Koala

Clear Penetrating Sealer & Grout

Mushroom

Release

Almond
Mocha
Chocolate
Taupe
Silver
Natural Gray
Light Buckskin
Dove Gray
Stone Gray
Charcoal Black

Guarantee
Southern Grouts & Mortars is a licensed manufacturer
of the Tile Council of America and is an active member
of the Ceramic Tile Distribution Association, National
Tile Contractors Association, Materials & Methods
Standards Association, Floor Installation Association of
North America, San Diego Tile Contractors Association
and the Ceramic Tile Institute of America.
Seminars
We offer technical training seminars for the trade as
well as technical, hands-on interactive presentations
for architects and specifiers, and job site inspections.
SGM also offers AIA-CEU classes. Please contact us
for more information.

+

Installation Systems
for Ceramic Tile and
Dimension Stone

+

Support
Offering a comprehensive line of installation systems is
only the beginning. We offer Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI) as well as technical and marketing support to
help distributors increase their business. Marketing
and technical materials such as product catalogs, color
selectors, point-of-purchase displays, three part master
specifications on CD-ROM will assist in easily selecting
the correct product suited for each installation.
In addition, Southern Grouts & Mortars understands the
importance of having qualified knowledgeable technical
support and customer assistance. Our staff advises
architects, engineers and contractors in the preparation
of detailed methods including assisting with specification
writing, recommendation of installation materials and
detailing the features and benefits of SGM products.
Customer and Technical assistance is just a phone call
away 800-641-9247. You can also visit our web site at
www.sgm.cc to learn about new innovations, technical
support, e-mail and product information.

+

+

09 30 00/SGM
BuyLine 8630

Khaki
Canvas
Sand Dune
Fern
Sea Foam
www.sgm.cc
800.641.92473

Smokey Blue

www.sgm.cc
800.641.92473

No matter what the surface,
SGM is a solid foundation you
can build on

+

We exceed Industry standards, to deliver the
quality you come to expect, from start to finish.
Southern Grouts & Mortars, Inc. is a single-source
manufacturer of installation systems for ceramic tile
and dimension stone, and the floor covering industry.
From state-of-the-art surface preparation products
such

as

feather-edge

patching

compounds

to

a

myriad of advanced polymer-modified mortars, grouts,
cleaners, sealers, waterproofing and crack isolation
systems, SGM can satisfy your product needs to ensure
successful installations for all types of construction.

Surface Preparation

Installation

Highly efficient materials are the basis of

Dynamically engineered materials to
last a lifetime

any installation

+

SGM 815 Self Leveling Underlayment
A cement based pourable self-leveling underlayment that can
be used to smooth and level over concrete, wood, terrazzo
and existing ceramic tiles.
Southcrete 60 Sound Control Underlayment
A scientifically designed underlayment, which muffles floor
impact noises and reduces sound transmission through
hard tile and hard floor surfaces. Meets ASTM E989-89 and
ASTM E492-90 with an IIC rating of 60 for Impact Insulation
Class; and ASTM E90-90 with an STC rating of 60 for Sound
Transmission Class.
Southcrete 1100 Crack Suppression &
Waterproofing Kit
A two-part, trowelable, cementitious thin load-bearing
waterproofing membrane system designed for use under
thin-set and thick bed mortar installations.
SGM 833 Floor Mud
A factory blend of Portland Cement, graded silicas and
additives, developed to produce a suitable dense substrate
for ceramic tile and dimension stone.

Dedication and Experience…
For over 30 years, SGM has understood the specific
product needs of their customers and has maintained a
commitment to quality, innovation and customer service.
Our extensive experience with the industry has given us
the ability to recognize and serve the individual needs
of our clients around the world. We are committed to
achieving the highest quality standards in all aspects
of our business operations: manufacturing, marketing,
research and development, and customer service.

+

Southcrete 1132
ONE PART LIQUID ANTI-FRACTURE &
WATERPROOFING MEMBRANE
Southcrete 1132 is a single-component, water-based,
brush or roller applied thin, load bearing liquid membrane.
For use under thin set and thick bed mortar applications
as a waterproof or anti-fracture membrane. The
elastometric properties help reduce the risk of substrate
cracks transferring above to the hard surface flooring.
Southcrete 1132 is suitable for use under ceramic tile,
dimension stone, vinyl tile, rubber tile, brick, parquet,
and strip wood. Southcrete 1132 waterproof produces
a continuous moisture barrier with outstanding adhesion
to concrete slabs, concrete block, cured Portland cement
mortar beds, cementitous tile backer board, and exterior
grade plywood.
Conforms to: ANSI 118.10 - Load bearing,
waterproof membranes for thin-set ceramic
dimension stone installation; ANSI 118.12
Isolation membranes for thin-set ceramic
dimension stone installation.

bonding,
tile and
- Crack
tile and

SGM offers a wide variety of quality installation products
for every step of the way. Each product serves a specific
purpose in the installation process and is designed to give
you the precise performance needed for your specific project.
In short, SGM takes you from the beginning to the end of the
installation process, putting your individual needs first.
Flex Set Multi-Purpose Thin-Set Mortar
Ultra-Crete Multi-Purpose Thin-Set Mortar
Multi-Crete Multi-Purpose
Marble Set
Glass Block Mortar
Southcrete 25 Acrylic Mortar Additive
Southcrete 28 Flexible Mortar Additive
Southcrete 30 High Strength Mortar Admix

SGM 821 Sill and Wall Mud-Light Weight
Plaster Substrate
A factory blend of Portland Cement, sand and lightweight
fillers. Designed for use as a light weight plaster substrate
bedding (brown coat).

Southcrete 40 Polymer Additive
(Crete Admix)

Easy Float Floor and Wall Mix
Ready to use, pre-mixed setting beds for ceramic tile and
dimension stone.

Southcrete 501 Marble Adhesive

Southcrete 1200 Elastomeric Mortar
& Anti-Fracture Membrane

Southcrete 580 Multi-Purpose Mastic Type 1
Southcrete 555 Wall & Floor Adhesive
Contractor’s Choice Floor &
Wall Adhesive - Southcrete 525
Kwik Set Acrylic Thin-Set & Grout Admix

Multi-Lite
Polymer-Modified Lightweight Mortar
Multi-Lite is a unique super polymer-modified, multipurpose cement mortar utilizing new Nanotechnology.
This new technology is approximately 40% lighter
than conventional mortars and provides the same
coverage as 50 pounds of traditional mortars.
Designed for installing all types of tiles over a variety
of substrates, Multi-Lite may be used for either floors
or walls in both interior and exterior applications
where a Latex-Portland Cement Mortar is required
to meet the most demanding installations that meet
or exceed ANSI 118.4 & 118.11 specifications.

